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Asset Diagnostics
Early fault detection and  
diagnostic workflow support



Early fault detection 
based on machine 
learning and diagnostic 
rules

Vendor agnostic 
approach fitting  
for all OEM and  
asset types

Increased availa - 
bi li ty and reliability  
due to early  
anti cipation of  
incipient faults

Comprehensive model 
library including large 
variety of asset types for 
easy im plemen tation 

Innovative user 
 experience and user 
guidance in pre- defined 
diagnos tic workflow  
for fault diagnosis, fault 
obser vation, and fault 
management

Early notifications and recommendations experts can rely on

Figure 1 Transparent overview of equipment faults in the Asset Diagnostics dashboard

Omnivise Asset Diagnostics  solutions can point to first 
signs of equipment faults that can lead to failure later. 
Those first signs are identified using machine learning 
algorithms that compare networks of sensor data in real- 

time. The solution does not only stop here but guides the 
user through a well- defined diagnostic workflow from fault 
diagnosis, fault observation through to recommendations.

Your benefits at a glance
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Assets Diagnostics helps to monitor the plant’s assets 24 / 7 and in real-time – independent of vendor and type, notifying 
the operator if the system detects that something may require attention. 

Fault detection, diagnosis, observation and management –  
all combined in one easy and transparent process

Are you continuously 
monitoring the status 
of your most critical 
equipment?

Do you have an efficient 
workflow from detection  
to management faults?

Have you already moved 
from preventive to predictive 
maintenance?

Do you have an 
integrated view on  
all of your assets?

Early fault  
detection based 
on ML algorithms 
and rules

Comprehensive dia- 
gnostic trend for real- 
time investigation

“Asset Watchlist” allows 
tracking of early deviations 
and notification

Stores related information of the 
event and supports addressing 
the recorded fault by interfacing 
with CMMS system

Fault 
Detection

Fault 
Diagnosis

Fault 
Observation

Fault 
Management

Key characteristics of Asset Diagnostics

Building on what‘s
already there

Modular &
scalable

Future-proof
architecture

Configurable
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